Fr. Perozich comments —
A basic principle of science is that “Nature abhors a vacuum.”
Where there is an emptiness, something rushes in to fill it.
A person who is not nurtured by the love of a father often develops
same sex attraction, be that person male or female.
A person who does not receive language reinforcement from parents
in story telling, reading, creativity is left empty of communication skills
filled with emotions and unable to express them or cogent thoughts.
A person ignored in the teaching of morality has a vacuum in social
development, and is filled with anything that comes along.
A person who is not formed in religion will fill that emptiness with
something, often evil.
Children who refuse to go to Mass and to catechism are empty and
are ripe to be filled with evils when temptation arises.
My parents went to Mass and insisted we do also. We went to
Catholic grade school and then catechism in public high school.
Unfortunately I have relatives who do not practice the Catholic faith
in which they were raised. They claim, “I don’t get anything out of it.”
They have put their faith in their comforts of life, in careers in which they
have become successful because of the current technological culture in
which we live, a secularism filling the void where God should dwell.
I admire technological success. I praise faith in Jesus Christ
Jesus never asked us to be successful, rich, or powerful. He asked us
to celebrate the Eucharist in His memory to honor Him, to thank Him, to
recall His salvation of us for which He sacrificed His life, to allow Him to
enter into us to FILL THE EMPTINESS that only He can fill.
I always have loved horror genre. It scares the devil out of me. The
horror films and books I enjoyed from childhood until now show how the
evil being, such as a vampire or a demon, could overpower a person, do
that person harm; but in the end of those movies it showed how faith and
God triumphed over evil which was vanquished and the oppressed person
restored to sanity, filling the person with God’s presence.
For me horror shows the need to cling to Jesus Christ. Parents need
to guide their children in faith, praying at home, reading scripture at
home, praying rosary at home. If not an emptiness in the soul is created,
and something will vie to fill it.
“Dermine [in the article below] said that temptation, not
possession, is the most significant demonic activity.”
"Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they
shall be filled" (Matthew 5:6)

Those who are empty and hunger because Christ has not filled their
soul with Himself due to neglect by us who should be forming them or by
their own rejection will be satisfied, but not by God, rather by evil.
Jesus is the answer in His Holy Catholic Church lived out by
responsible adults guiding the youth to Him, and not abandoning them to
the emptiness which demands fulfillment with something that will control
their lives.
Yet a church built on worldly utopia of open immigration, income
redistribution, sexual license and gender confusion, watered down
morality, mixing of religious confessions all of which are not equal, will
not fill the soul.
The Truth of God, Jesus Christ, proclaimed in His One Holy Catholic
and Apostolic church is the fulfillment. This is what we must offer to our
children and family, be they our blood family or our spiritual family.
If we do not, Satan is waiting to take our place as their teachers and
to take God’s place in their souls.

Italian Exorcist: Satanist Mentality Becoming
Normal Among Youth
churchmilitant.com/news/article/italian-exorcist-satanist-mentality-becomingnormal-among-youth

ROME (ChurchMilitant.com) - A veteran exorcist is signaling
that an epidemic of aggressive satanism leading to violence among
young people could lead to the breakdown of society.
"As satanism and occult practices become increasingly
normal among young people," a violent mentality which is "very,
very dangerous for our society" is accelerating, Dominican priest
Fr. Francois Dermine is warning.
"It's not only a vague fear, it's a very concrete risk. We must
not underestimate this, because violence among young people is
becoming more and more diffused," the exorcist for the Italian
archdiocese of Ancona-Osimo told Crux.
By indulging in the occult at an early age, children and young
people were in danger of acquiring "a satanist mentality" which
resulted from a familiarity with the demonic world.
Such familiarity with satanism becomes normal at a certain point.
And when it does, "they risk passing from the culture to the
acts. They can become evil themselves very easily," warned
Dermine, who has been involved in the ministry of exorcism for a
quarter of a century.
The exorcist blamed secularization, family disintegration and
the promotion of demonic literature and video games among
children for the contagion of "aggressive satanism."
As satanism becomes increasingly normal among young people, a
violent mentality is accelerating.
"Secularization leaves a void," he said, explaining that
alongside it is a "sort of spiritual, ideological and also cultural
void. Young people do not have anything to satisfy their spiritual
and profound needs. They are thirsting for something, and the
Church is not attractive anymore."
Young people no longer see the scandal-ridden and
aging Church as a valid alternative in Western society, Dermine
noted, "so they try to find something elsewhere. This something
is, many times, the demonic world.”

Charlie, Charlie Challenge

Family breakdown leaves children insecure, in unstable
environments and without trustworthy points of reference, and so
when "children are left alone they are destabilized and they don't
have any defenses."
The situation worsens when peers invite them to join in an
occult activity, "especially with the promise that the devil will give
them power in exchange for loyalty," Dermine observed.
"If [children] have received love in their own families, it
would be much more difficult to follow these kinds of ideologies"
and "much more difficult to penetrate their minds," he said,
explaining how, without a stable background, children are drawn
to satanic activity in part out of a desire to overcome fears, and
also as a means of breaking away from the "old ways" of how
things were done in the past.
Internet exposure has raised the stakes exponentially and
video games and school games are now filled with
explicit references to the demonic, Dermine pointed out, citing the

game "Charlie, Charlie Challenge" in which children cross two
pencils on a grid with sectors marking "yes" or "no" and ask a
Mexican demon, "Charlie," to answer the questions they ask.
In 2015, Time magazine called Charlie Charlie Challenge the
"latest Internet fad" and "a fun thing the kids are doing these
days," even though it admitted to the "murky origins" of the game.
The leftwing British newspaper Independent dismissed the
supernatural aspect of the game as having its source in "gravity"
rather than "a malignant Mexican spirit."
But numerous participants have said the game does indeed
involve the pencil moving by itself, in which case the activity,
according to critics, would involving summoning demons and
opening oneself up to the diabolical.

A Children's Book of Demons

The exorcist also pointed to A Children's Book of Demons as
an example of the normalization of satanism. Published in May
2019, the book is directed to children aged 5–10 years. Its
illustrator is Aaron Leighton, a known promoter of occult
practices, who has sketched colorful images of 20
different demons and teaches children the sigil, or magical
symbol, for the demons and how to summon them.
A review notes that the book is "basically a grimoire [a
manual of witchcraft to invoke demons and the spirit of the
dead] for children. It contains 72 demons that can be
conjured by children for their personal benefit."
Leighton writes his summary of the book:
“Don't want to take out the trash tonight? Maybe
you're swimming in homework? Perhaps that big bully
is being a real drag? Well, grab your colored pencils and
sigil drawing skills and dial up some demons! But be
careful, even if these spirits are more silly than scary
they are still demons.”
Dermine's predictions have provoked a hostile response in
some mainstream media.

Fr. Francois Dermine

Newsweek quotes co-founder of The Satanic Temple Lucien
Greaves attacking the exorcist's ministry of deliverance as
"backward," "harmful" and showing "a remarkable and
unrepentant willful ignorance of the horrific recent history of
child abuse accrued by the morally bankrupt Church he
represents."
Greaves also defends "modern satanism" as "non-theistic in
nature" calling The Satanic Temple "unquestionably more moral
than the Catholic Church."
In May, Dermine said that temptation, not possession, is the
most significant demonic activity.
Dermine, who is French Canadian, has lived in Italy since shortly
before his priestly ordination in 1979.

